We introduce a new memory management system, STEMA, which can improve the execution time of Java programs. STEMA detects prolific types on-the-fly and co-locates their objects in a special memory space which supports reuse of memory. We argue and show that memory reuse and co-location of prolific objects can result in improved cache locality, reduced memory fragmentation, reduced GC time, and faster object allocation. We evaluate STEMA using 16 benchmarks. Experimental results show that STEMA performs 2.7%, 4.0%, and 8.2% on average better than MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace.
INTRODUCTION
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It has been observed that there is a widening gap between processor speed and memory latency, the result of which is that the effect of hardware cache misses on the performance of a runtime system becomes increasingly significant [Sun Microsystems 2003] . Our second goal is to find a way to improve the cache locality of the executing program. Faster memory management operations and improved cache locality combined is expected to lead to increased execution speeds of the application programs.
A program will have a better time performance if it is provided with a large heap, because fewer GCs will be necessary. But a large heap cannot always be taken for granted, especially in view of the prolification of small-memory and multiprocessing platforms. For embedded systems and mobile handsets, the memory resource is constrained. For multiprogrammed systems, memory available for a program may fluctuate intensely because of the competition from concurrent computational processes [Yang et al. 2004] . Our third goal in the design of the memory management system is to enable programs to run efficiently with a small memory footprint-i.e., small heap size.
Our strategies to achieve the above are embodied in a new memory management system called STEMA (Space-Time Efficient Memory Allocator) which aims to improve the total execution time of Java programs. Following the literature [Dijkstra et al. 1978] , the total execution time of a program consists of the mutator time and the collector time. Mutator time is the actual time used to execute the user program. Times to carry out some memory management related operations such as object allocation and write barrier are included in the mutator time. Collector time (also known as GC time) is the time spent in detecting and reclaiming no-longer-needed heap memory. STEMA achieves better mutator cache locality and reduced memory fragmentation, which gives rise to shorter mutator and GC time.
STEMA extends and improves the work of , who referred to frequently instantiated object types as prolific types and developed a type-based collector based on them. Their idea is to collect prolific type objects (or simply prolific objects) more frequently because these objects tend to have a shorter lifetime than other objects. They allocate these objects in a prolific region and other objects in a non-prolific region so that partial GC on only the prolific objects can be performed. By co-locating prolific objects that are connected by object references, and visiting these objects before other objects at GC times, they improve the collector cache locality.
STEMA rides on the notion of prolific types to optimize its decisions on memory allocation and object co-location. It introduces reuse of memory blocks 1 for
Object Co-location and Memory Reuse for Java Programs prolific objects, and allocates them in a reusable memory space (R-space), and the rest in a non-reusable memory space (NR-space). Co-location of prolific objects in the R-space happens in two different ways, which lead to improved mutator cache locality and reduced memory fragmentation: objects of the same prolific type are placed side-by-side in the same memory block; objects of different prolific types that are created at similar times are arranged to be close to each other in their respective memory blocks in the R-space. If all objects in a memory block are dead at some GC time, instead of returning the block to the free virtual memory resource pool of the JVM, STEMA retains the memory block in the heap; then by reusing these retained blocks as soon as possible later on at allocation times, the memory allocation process is simplified, and the number of L1 cache misses induced by the new objects is reduced. Unlike the work of Shuf et al. where they perform partial GC on prolific objects more frequently and thus require the use of write barrier, STEMA applies GC to both the R-region and the NR-region at GC times. Thus, STEMA does not have any overhead due to write barrier and has a smaller minimum heap requirement. Moreover, STEMA identifies the prolificacy of types on-thefly using a low-overhead online type sampling (OTS) mechanism. This dynamic prolific type information can be used immediately by STEMA for its allocation decisions. The information can also be recorded offline so that STEMA could make use of it in its future runs, thus avoiding the online sample overhead in these runs. With online identification of prolific types, STEMA does not require a profile run to collect prolific type information before an actual run of the program.
We evaluate the performance of STEMA using the eight SPECjvm98 benchmarks [SPEC 1998 ], seven of the DaCapo benchmarks [DaCapo 2004] , and the gcbench [Boehm 1997 ] benchmark. The experimental results show that STEMA outperforms the MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace collectors included in the Jikes RVM over all the benchmarks by an average of 3.0%, 3.4%, and 28.8% for a small heap; 2.6%, 6.7%, and 9.0% for a medium heap; and 2.4%, 5.3%, and 2.1% for a large heap. We show that the performance improvement is due to better mutator time and reduced memory fragmentation in most of the executions. Compared with GenMS (a two-generational collector in the Jikes RVM), STEMA can run all benchmarks including those that cannot be run to completion in GenMS when given a small heap, and so STEMA may be a better choice for systems with tight memory provision. Nevertheless, we do not expect STEMA to outperform GenMS with a medium to large-size heap, because STEMA does not perform any partial GC as in GenMS which can handle short-lived objects well.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces prolific types and objects, and the method to identify them. Section 3 describes the properties of prolific objects. Section 4 discusses STEMA, and how reusing memory can improve the cache locality of memory references, reduce fragmentation, and computation; a memory cell is a unit of allocation in a memory block; a size-k memory cell can be used to accommodate an object with size no larger than k bytes; the memory cells of the same memory block have the same size. speed up the execution of Java programs. Section 5 presents the implementation of STEMA in the Jikes RVM and the method used for performance evaluation. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss possible future work.
ONLINE IDENTIFICATION OF PROLIFIC TYPES
Prolific types can be identified with offline profiling or online profiling. Offline profiling simply counts the number of objects created in a program for each type. Shuf et al. use this method to identify prolific types. In their experiment, a type is regarded as prolific if its number of objects is larger than 1% of the program's total number of objects of any type.
Identifying prolific types offline has two problems. First, it needs an extra profile run of the program to collect the required information; second, methods such as Shuf et al. may miss some localized phenomena. Because the type count is cumulative over the entire program execution, some sparingly allocated object types may be marked as prolific.
STEMA determines type prolificacies on-the-fly (online), and takes into account also the size of each sampled object. Based on the finding that most prolific objects are small in size, STEMA skips those objects having a size larger than a certain threshold. Figure 1 shows the architecture and flow of STEMA's online type sampling (OTS) mechanism. OTS extends the timer-driven sampling function in the adaptive optimizing compilation system [Arnold et al. 2000] of the Jikes RVM. Figure 2 is the code fragment used for sampling object types. OTS samples an allocating object for every BYTES ALLOCATED bytes of allocation in the allocation fast path of the system. The sampling interval, BYTES ALLOCATED, can be specified statically or tuned dynamically. Each object type has a counter field for keeping track of its number of instances. Figure 3 outlines the procedure used to detect prolific types. The invocation of the THRESHOLD-REACHED method is timer-driven and occurs at thread switch points (i.e., method prologues, method epilogues, and loop backedges). The "hotness" of each type is updated periodically to reflect the current degree of the type's prolificacy. A type is marked as hot if the number of object instances of the type created is equal to or above a predefined threshold, SAMPLES REQUIRED, over a certain time interval.
2 The type is marked as prolific if it is found to be hot in two or more time intervals. This prolific type information can be used immediately by STEMA to inform allocation and object co-location decisions.
To minimize mis-identification of prolific types because of heat accumulation, STEMA decays the hotness of types continually (every 100 yield points) during program execution (Figure 4 ). Thus, a type whose object instantiations are evenly spread out over the entire course of execution may not be perceived as prolific. This helps separate out genuinely hot objects that are created in bursts.
STEMA provides the user with an option to record the prolific types detected in an offline repository (implemented as a simple log file in our prototype). The user can use this offline profile to carry out various optimizations, but avoid the overhead of the online sampling.
PROPERTIES OF PROLIFIC OBJECTS
A number of important properties of prolific objects provide optimization opportunities for the memory manager and the application programs. We have identified seven such properties, labeled P1 to P7 in the following, which are true of most prolific objects most of the time. The design of STEMA capitalizes on these properties. P1. Prolific objects are small in size. P2. Prolific objects die younger than non-prolific objects. P3. Prolific objects, whether they are of the same type or not, are created in bursts. P4. Prolific objects repeat similar allocation patterns throughout the program execution. P5. Prolific objects of the same type have similar lifetimes in a program if they are allocated at similar times. P6. Prolific objects, not necessarily of the same type, tend to die simultaneously if they are allocated at similar times. P7. Objects of the same type tend to be accessed together.
P1 and P2 are due to . P3 through P7 are derived from our own experiments [Yu et al. 2006] . If P1 is not true, the system would easily run out of memory. P2 suggests that prolific objects have shorter lifetime than non-prolific objects. Because of the importance of P2, we conducted an experiment to confirm its truthfulness, where we used an instrumented version of the trace-generation algorithm Merlin [Hertz et al. 2002] to generate perfect traces (using low trace granularity) of objects' lifetimes for the first 64MB memory allocated for the benchmarks shown in Table I . Merlin works by computing backward in time to find when a garbage-collected object is last reachable (i.e., last used) so that the actual lifetime of an object can be obtained. Table II compares the average lifetimes of prolific objects, non-prolific objects, and small objects (objects which are smaller than 256KB in size). The "G.M." and the "A.M." columns of each object type category refer to the geometric mean and the arithmetic mean of objects' average lifetimes respectively. Where the arithmetic mean is much larger than the geometric mean, it indicates that the object type category contains some very long-lived objects. Thus, Table II reveals that there are more long-lived non-prolific objects than long-lived prolific objects, and that most longest-lived objects are non-prolific. Comparing prolific objects with small objects of any type, more small objects than prolific objects are long-lived. This means that we can filter out most long-lived objects by the prolificacy of types, but not by object sizes. P3 states that prolific objects tend to be created in large numbers within a short period of time. If P2 is not true, P3 cannot be true either because then the demand of memory by the burst of requests would be far too great. To give an example of P4, suppose T 1 and T 2 are two prolific types; if the instances of these two types are created in the order of T 1 , T 2 , T 2 , T 1 , T 2 , T 2 and so on, it is likely that this or a similar instantiation pattern will repeat in the near future. P6 implies P5, but we single out prolific objects of the same type in P5 because they are much more likely than unrelated objects to die together, thus creating an opportunity for more memory blocks to be reused. P7 is true of all objects, prolific or not, because objects of the same type are usually related.
We have also identified three additional properties which are specific to arrays and Java objects: Character arrays and byte arrays have various sizes-for example, from 20 bytes or so to several kilobytes as illustrated in Figure 5 . If they are allocated in the R-space, they will present a hurdle to memory block reuse because very large objects are usually long-lived. String type objects in standard Java API are not suitable for reuse because String objects are immutable and interned in JVM (including the Jikes RVM). SP3 is true because object types belonging to the Java Collections Framework are more likely to be long-lived. For example, data structures such as Hashtable, HashMap, Vector and the like are usually used for a long period of time before they are discarded, because they support convenient and efficient management and manipulation of large amount of data. Table III shows the average lifetimes of character arrays, byte arrays, String objects, and objects of types belonging to the Java Collections Framework. When comparing these results with the corresponding lifetimes of prolific objects and non-prolific objects in Table II , these special objects are as long-lived as non-prolific objects in many cases. Hence, we have SP2 and SP3.
SPACE-TIME EFFICIENT MEMORY ALLOCATOR (STEMA)
STEMA performs the following actions in response to the properties of prolific objects identified in Section 3.
A1.
In response to P1, the check for prolificacy is skipped for large objects, and these objects are directly allocated in the large object space. A2. P2, together with P3 and P5, offers an opportunity for memory block reuse.
STEMA thus retains the memory block vacated by objects of a certain prolific type at GC time and reuses the block as soon as possible for future objects of the type. A3. In response to P7, STEMA tries to co-locate prolific objects of the same type in the same memory block in the R-space. Because of P3 and P5, such co-location is possible. A4. Because of P4 and P6, memory blocks allocated at similar times to different prolific objects are placed side-by-side in the heap. A5. Because of SP1, STEMA would not allocate character arrays and byte arrays in the R-space. A6. By SP2 and SP3, STEMA would not allocate objects belonging to the Java Collections Framework in the R-space.
The above actions speed up object instantiation, improve cache locality, and reduce fragmentation, and as a result, the total execution time of Java programs is shortened. Because of A2, coalescing memory blocks into the pool of free virtual memory resources maintained by the JVM is deferred until necessary. And by allocating the retained memory blocks as soon as possible, the header information of the memory blocks can be reused. Both of these lead to faster memory allocation as well as better L1 data cache locality. A3 helps improve the mutator L2 cache locality of Java programs, because objects of the same prolific type are likely to be accessed together; and the same is true of objects of different prolific types because of A4. Co-location of objects (A3 and A4) can reduce fragmentation; so can A5 and A6 because objects of many different sizes and lifetimes would not all cram together in the R-space. These actions thus lower the minimum space requirement of Java programs.
Architecture of STEMA
STEMA consists of three components: two memory allocators, a garbage collector, and a reuser ( Figure 6 ). The garbage collector detects memory blocks in the R-space containing only no-longer-needed prolific objects at GC times. The reuser retains some of these memory blocks in the R-space based on history (to be discussed in Section 4.3). The two memory allocators are for the R-space and the NR-space respectively. The R-space allocator first requests a memory block from the reuser (i.e., Request1) which can promptly allocate a memory block, if one is available, from the list of retained blocks. If none is available, the R-space allocator requests a new block from the pool of virtual memory resources maintained by the JVM (i.e., Request2), which takes longer time. On the other hand, the NR-space allocator requests a memory block from the JVM's pool (i.e., Request3) first. If the pool has run out of memory, the reuser will transfer some unused retained blocks (if any) to the NR-space (i.e., Request4), thus avoiding premature invocation of GC and over retention of memory blocks in the heap. GC is triggered if the heap memory is exhausted. Figure 7 shows the heap layout of STEMA. STEMA has six memory spaces: reusable space (R-space), non-reusable space (NR-space), large object space, meta-data space, immortal space, and boot image space. To enable the reuse of memory blocks, prolific objects and non-prolific objects are allocated to the R-space and the NR-space respectively. Large or very large objects (i.e., of size greater than 8K bytes) are allocated to the large object space. The meta-data space, immortal space, and the boot image space are specific to the Jikes RVM and will not be garbage-collected.
Dynamic Allocation Targets

Memory Block Reuse Policies
In a garbage-collected system where stop-the-world GC is used, the mutator has to be suspended whenever GC is triggered. STEMA keeps track of the number of memory blocks allocated to each prolific type in each mutator phase. This information is used by the garbage collector to estimate the number of memory blocks to be retained for each type in the upcoming GC for future prolific object allocations. A memory block is retained by inserting it into a linked-list in last-in-first-out order instead of merging it into the JVM's pool of virtual memory resources. It is reasonable to assume that the number of memory blocks allocated for each prolific type is more or less the same over two consecutive mutator phases. So the number of memory blocks retained for each prolific type is no more than the number allocated for each prolific type in the last mutator phase. A memory block can be retained for future reuse only if all the objects it contains are found to be dead at GC time.
Retaining and reusing memory blocks reduce unnecessary coalescing and splitting of memory blocks at GC and memory allocation times. This helps speed up the process of memory allocation. Figure 8 shows the memory allocation routine of STEMA. At allocation time, when going through the fast path of the allocation sequence (allocFast), if all memory cells of an active memory block for the type in question in the R-space are occupied, STEMA will obtain a memory block from the pool of retained blocks for allocation; if the pool is empty, a new memory block is obtained from the free memory pool-the slow path (all ocSl ow). Allocating a memory block from the pool of retained blocks (all oc Reuse, line 4 of the ALLOC method for ALLOC REUSER) requires just a conditional check for the availability of the memory block in a linked-list; it does not require constructing a freelist of allocation entries from scratch, which simplifies the allocation process.
Object Co-location
STEMA's co-location strategy is divided into two courses of action. First, STEMA co-locates objects of the same prolific type in the same memory block residing in the R-space. This can improve the mutator cache locality of Java programs, because objects of the same type are usually connected directly or indirectly, and are likely to be accessed together during execution. Prolific objects being created at about the same time are likely to have a similar lifespan. If they would die at more or less the same time, the memory block they occupy can be conveniently retained and reused. As shown in Figure 8 (b), STEMA checks the type of the object and allocates the object in the memory block dedicated to that prolific type at allocation time. Thus, objects of the same prolific type are placed together in the same memory block. Since prolific objects are created in bursts, prolific objects residing in the same memory block tend to have similar lifetimes, which leads to reduced fragmentation.
Second, STEMA co-locates memory blocks for different prolific types in the R-space. We have observed that object creation patterns involving multiple types tend to repeat. So if two memory blocks, each accommodating objects of a different prolific type, are sitting next to each other at the beginning of the program execution, there is a good chance that their adjacency will persist for much longer or until the end of program execution. Thus, retaining and reusing these memory blocks preserve the cache locality of these object types, because they are likely to be accessed together also.
Effects of Memory Block Reuse on Locality
During GC, memory blocks that are suitable for retention are inserted into per-size stack-like lists so that the "top" pointer of each list always points to the most recently retained blocks. To increase cache hits, STEMA preferentially allocates prolific objects to memory cells of the recently accessed blocks which are the latest blocks joining the retention pool in the R-space. This ensures that the prolific objects always try to fill the retained memory blocks in the retained block lists, which increases the chance that all prolific objects in the retained memory blocks become dead together at GC time. This also avoids using memory blocks with only a few unused memory cells left; GC is likely to occur before these memory cells can be used. This has a number of advantages. First, it avoids inducing more cache misses which come with memory blocks that are not accessed for sometime. Second, it avoids mixing old objects with newly created objects, which reduces fragmentation. Each memory block in the R-space is homogeneous, meaning that the prolific objects in the same memory block have the same type and size. This can help improve the cache locality of programs, because these objects are likely to be accessed together.
Fragmentation
Fragmentation occurs when the program has free memory which cannot be used because the memory available is partitioned into small pieces of which not a single one is large enough for an allocation request. Co-locating prolific objects at allocation time can help reduce fragmentation because of the similar lifetime property of prolific objects. Hence, we can retain and reuse the memory blocks allocated to these objects. If less memory is wasted due to fragmentation, fewer GCs will need to be triggered [Choi et al. 2005] . As a result, the GC time as well as the total execution time of a program would be improved.
Aggressive Transfer of Unused Memory Blocks
To avoid premature GC invocations or out-of-memory errors due to excessive retention of memory blocks for prolific objects, STEMA can transfer unused retained memory blocks from the R-space to the NR-space. Normally, the NR-space allocator requests memory blocks via the slow path of the allocation sequence. If however the free memory from the slow path is exhausted, and there are unused retained memory blocks in the R-space, STEMA aggressively transfers all the unused retained memory blocks from the R-space to the NRspace. We decide to transfer all the retained memory blocks because when in this situation, very few prolific objects will be allocated in the remainder of a mutator phase. Releasing all the retained memory blocks in the R-space ensures that there is no unused, empty memory block in the heap before triggering a GC.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the tools used to develop STEMA. We also present the methodology used to evaluate the system, the experimental platform, and the benchmarks used and their key characteristics.
Jikes RVM and Its Compilers
We use IBM's Jikes RVM v2.3.4 using GNU classpath 0.12 with CVS timestamp of "2004/12/24 14:20:40 UTC" [Alpern et al. 2000; Alpern et al. 2005 ] for implementing STEMA. The Jikes RVM is an open-source high-performance virtual machine written mostly in Java. It has a baseline compiler and an optimizing compiler, but no bytecode interpreter. The Jikes RVM generates machine code using its baseline compiler for any methods that are initially executed. With its adaptive optimization system [Arnold et al. 2000 ] enabled, the Jikes RVM compiles the frequently executed methods using its optimizing compiler at an increased level of optimization based on the method samples it collects during runtime.
We use the Fast configuration of the JIT compilation, which precompiles as much code as possible, with the key libraries and the optimizing compiler included, and the assertion checking turned off. This adaptive configuration uses timer-based sampling to select hot methods for recompilation and optimization in order to achieve high performance. However, this timer-based sampling introduces non-determinism and thus a variation in the measured time performance when different sets of hot methods are recompiled and optimized in different runs of the same program [Eeckhout et al. 2003 ]. Therefore, we use the pseudo-adaptive compilation method [Sachindran and Moss 2003 ] to control the non-determinism of the adaptive compilation mechanism. We run each benchmark program five times, and collect the log of hot methods and their corresponding optimization levels in each run. For each program, we pick the log for which the program has the best execution time, and use it to decide on the compilation level at which to compile a method using the optimizing compiler in the evaluation runs of the program.
OTS piggybacks on the timer-based sampling mechanism of the Jikes RVM. It suffers from the same non-determinism problem as the adaptive optimization system in the Jikes RVM. We use the same approach just mentioned to collect type prolificacy information for each benchmark program. This information is fed back to the system to advice which object types should be allocated in the R-space deterministically.
In our evaluation runs, each benchmark program execution goes through two iterations. In the first iteration, the compiler optimizes the methods according to the optimization levels specified in the log file. At the same time, the Jikes RVM loads the type prolificacy information into the system to inform the allocation decisions. Before the second iteration of the program, GC is triggered to flush the compiler objects in the heap. We execute each program five times and report the average result.
Memory Allocators and Collectors
STEMA is modified from the MarkSweep collector of the Memory Managment Toolkit (MMTk) [Blackburn et al. 2004] in the Jikes RVM.
The MarkSweep collector has no concept of type prolificacy, and both prolific objects and non-prolific objects are allocated in the NR-space. When the heap is full, the MarkSweep collector triggers a GC. When that happens, the collector traces and marks lived objects starting from the roots (i.e., static variables and thread stacks) using bitmaps, and returns memory blocks containing only dead objects to the virtual memory resource pool. STEMA introduces a new R-space for accommodating prolific objects. STEMA does not return empty memory blocks belonging to the R-space to the virtual memory resource pool immediately at GC times, but retains a suitable amount of memory blocks for each prolific type in the heap, thus reducing the need to coalesce or split memory blocks in the virtual memory resource pool. The MarkSweep collector finds free memory cells in non-empty memory blocks lazily to construct freelists for object allocations. STEMA further defers the construction of such freelists by preferentially allocating prolific objects in the retained memory blocks. It finds free memory cells to construct freelists for allocation only when the retained memory blocks are all used up. This actually helps improve the execution time of programs. Finally, the MarkSweep collector allocates objects of the same size in the same memory block, regardless of their types. STEMA co-locates prolific objects of the same type at allocation time, which leads to increased locality, less fragmentation, and improved performance of the executing programs.
We also evaluate STEMA against two non-generational GC systems, SemiSpace and CopyMS, and a generational GC system, GenMS. SemiSpace uses two copying spaces. Objects are continuously allocated in one copying space by bumping a pointer, and the other space is reserved for copying lived objects at GC time. The two copying spaces are swapped after each collection. CopyMS is a hybrid version of the SemiSpace and the MarkSweep collector. CopyMS allocates objects in a copying space with a bump pointer allocator, and copies lived objects to a mark-and-sweep space when the heap is full. CopyMS does not require a copy reserved as in SemiSpace, and is thus more space efficient than SemiSpace. GenMS is an Appel-style two-generation collector where the nursery space uses a copying collector, and the mature space (the older generation) uses a mark-and-sweep collector. GenMS requires a write barrier to record object references from the mature space to the nursery space. When the nursery is full, GenMS triggers a partial collection. If the partial collection cannot reclaim enough memory for object allocation, a full heap collection is invoked. 
Experimental Platform
We perform our experiments on an Intel Xeon 2.4GHz machine with user accessible performance counters and hyper-threading enabled. The machine has an 8KB 4-way set associative L1 data cache with 64-byte lines, a 12Kμops trace cache, a 512KB 8-way set associative L2 unified cache with 128-byte lines, a data TLB with 64 fully associative entries, and 512KB main memory. It runs Redhat Linux 9.0 with kernel version 2.4.20-28.9 including SMP support. We use the processor's performance counters to measure the numbers of instructions executed, retirement events, L1 data misses, L2 misses, as well as data TLB misses of the mutator and collector of STEMA. Due to hardware limitation, each event counter requires a separate run. We use the Linux/x86 performance-monitoring counters software package v2.6.4 (perfctr-2.6.4) and the associated kernel patch and libraries [Pettersson 2003 ] to access the event counters. Table IV shows the benchmark programs we use and their characteristics. They are the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite, seven benchmarks of the DaCapo suite and gcbench. In Table IV , the "Total Alloc (MB)" column shows the total amount of memory allocated in megabytes for each benchmark program using STEMA with the adaptive optimization system enabled. The "R-space Alloc (MB)" column shows the amount of memory allocated in megabytes in the R-space of STEMA. The "R-space Alloc %" column indicates the percentage of total memory allocated in the R-space. The "alloc:min" column lists the ratio of the total amount of memory allocated to the minimum heap size of the program in execution using STEMA. This ratio reflects upon the GC load in a program. The "P-Type #" column shows the number of prolific types detected by OTS for each program. According to Table IV, we can see that the benchmark programs exhibit a range of characteristics. jess, mtrt, raytrace, bloat, jython, and hsqldb feature a large amount of prolific objects (of various prolific types) with a high ratio of total allocation to minimum survival heap size. gcbench produces a large amount of prolific objects with a high GC load, but it has very few (only two) different prolific types. javac, jack, xalan, and fop are allocation intensive and have a moderate percentage of memory allocated in the R-space; their objects have relatively high survival rate. db has a relatively high percentage of memory allocated in the R-space, but has a relatively low GC load. ps and antlr have a high GC load, but a low memory reuse percentage. mpegaudio and compress both produce mainly non-prolific objects and are not GC intensive. Due to the page limit, we choose six benchmarks-compress, raytrace, javac, hsqldb, jython, and gcbench-for detailed presentation in this paper; these benchmarks are from different benchmark suites, of different application types, and present different GC loads arising from their different memory allocation, memory reuse, and object liveness behaviors. We also include db in our discussion on how the selection of prolific types would affect the time performance because of its interesting behavior. A summary of the time performance of the benchmarks can be found in Section 6, Tables VI, VII, VIII and IX. The complete results for all 16 benchmarks are available in [Yu et al. 2006 ].
Benchmarks
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of STEMA. We first report the measured overheads of OTS, including that of the dynamic check for the type prolificacies at memory allocation time. We compare the performance of STEMA with the commonly used collectors. We also discuss the effect of being selective in identifying prolific types. We finally show that STEMA does reduce fragmentation as anticipated, which in turn results in fewer GCs and overall performance improvement.
Overheads of Online Profiling of Prolific Types
To compute the overheads of OTS for detecting type prolificacies, we measure the time performance of the first iteration of the benchmark programs where the adaptive optimizing compiler is active on a moderate heap size (2 × minimum heap requirement). For each benchmark program, we pick the fastest five runs and compute their average. The programs carry out the additional runtime work of OTS to sample the objects at creation time to determine the prolificacy of types, and to check for prolificacy at allocation time. They do not however allocate prolific objects in the R-space nor reuse any memory blocks occupied by prolific objects. Therefore, the experiment does only the work of prolific type detection. Table V compares the performance of the original system with the augmented system running OTS with sampling rates (i.e., BYTES ALLOCATED) of 32K, 64K, and 128K bytes of memory allocated.
From Table V , we see that OTS adds at most 3.26%, 2.12%, and 1.67% of runtime overhead to the system when the sampling rates of 32K, 64K, and 128K are used respectively. However, these overheads become insignificant when we compare them with those of the timer-based sampling which are much more dominant. In the remaining experiments, we use the sampling rate of 64K.
Total Execution Times
From here onwards, we apply the pseudo-adaptive methodology when evaluating the performance of the benchmark programs-that is, we only report the application behavior, but not the compiler behavior. Tables VI and VII show the total execution times of the benchmarks with two small heap sizes (1 and 1.25 times of the minimum heap size). Tables VIII and IX show total execution times of the benchmarks over the medium heap range (1.75-2.25 times of the minimum heap size) and the large heap range (2.5-3 times of the minimum heap size). In these four tables, the "STEMA", "MS", "CMS", "SS", and "GenMS" columns are the total execution times of the benchmark programs using STEMA, MarkSweep, CopyMS, SemiSpace, and GenMS respectively. The "%" columns show the percentage improvement of STEMA over the corresponding collector system, using STEMA as the base. The "G.M." row is the average percentage improvement (geometric mean) of STEMA over the 16 benchmarks.
In Tables VI and VII, we use "-" to indicate that the collector is unable to run the application because of insufficient memory, and "∞" to represent the corresponding percentage improvement of STEMA. The "∞/+ve/−ve" row summarizes in each "%" column the number of benchmarks that cannot run to completion with the testing collector system; STEMA can achieve a performance improvement; and STEMA results in a performance degradation, respectively. In Tables VIII and IX, the total execution times are the geometric means of the total execution times of the benchmark programs across the suggested heap ranges. Table VI shows that of all the runnable benchmarks, STEMA performs 7.30%, 0.54%, 37.60% better than MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace respectively with a tight heap. Table VII shows that with a more relaxed heap, STEMA outperforms MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace by 1.07%, 7.10%, and 22.03%. Moreover, STEMA can run all the benchmark programs, while MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace have 4, 4, and 12 benchmark programs that ran out of memory. The results demonstrate that with a small heap, STEMA performs well convincingly among the commonly used non-generational collectors. In these two tables, we also compare STEMA with GenMS. With a tight heap, although GenMS achieves a better time performance than STEMA in seven benchmarks, it cannot run six of the benchmark programs properly because of its larger heap size requirement than STEMA. This suggests that STEMA may be a better choice than GenMS for memory constrained devices or systems. Table VIII shows that STEMA outperforms CopyMS and SemiSpace on average by 6.72% and 8.99% with a moderate heap. Table IX shows that when CopyMS and SemiSpace are provided with a large heap, STEMA is 5.28% and 2.11% better than CopyMS and SemiSpace. These two tables reveal that CopyMS and SemiSpace can get close to the time performance of STEMA, when they are provided with sufficient memory. Neither CopyMS nor SemiSpace is a suitable choice for handheld devices and multiprogrammed systems because of their large memory requirement. With a moderate to a large heap, both CopyMS and SemiSpace are ahead of STEMA for bloat, fop, and xalan. These outliers are probably due to their use of a bump pointer allocator which places objects side-by-side in the heap according to the allocation order; the time performance would become better if these objects are accessed according to their allocation order, which is not necessarily always the case in real applications. We do not use a bump pointer allocator in STEMA because we are interested in improving the performance of non-copying mark-and-sweep systems which are more space-efficient. Our techniques should be applicable to copying collectors too. GenMS is shown to have excellent performance with a medium to a large heap ranges in Tables VIII and IX. It not only outperforms all non-generational collectors (including STEMA), but can also run all the benchmark programs for such heap ranges. Thus, GenMS is suitable for modern systems having plenty of memory. As STEMA and GenMS have their edge with different heap ranges, this suggests that STEMA may work adaptively with GenMS to achieve good performance for all heap sizes.
To probe deeper into the true behavior of STEMA, we examine the performance breakdown of the benchmark programs. We focus on compress, raytrace, javac, hsqldb, jython, and gcbench, because they belong to different benchmark suites and are of different application types. As we discuss in Section 5.4, raytrace, hsqldb, and jython produce many prolific objects with a high GC load. We select hsqldb also because it is multi-threaded. We choose gcbench because it has a very high memory reuse rate which helps us to understand better how memory reuse can affect program performance. We study compress and javac because of their unique and interesting behavior-the former creates very few prolific objects, and the latter produces mostly long-lived objects. We compare the performance of STEMA with the MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace collectors in the MMTk toolkit, to demonstrate the strength of STEMA among non-generational collectors.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 display the total execution time, mutator time, and GC time, respectively, of the six benchmark programs. STEMA attains the best time performance when the heap size is tight in most cases. SemiSpace has the poorest time performance with a small heap. It either cannot run the benchmark program, or takes a much longer time than other collectors to complete the execution. Similar results can be found in Tables VI and VII. SemiSpace reserves half of the memory space for copying lived objects at GC time. This reserved space is unused at mutator time. Thus, more GCs are needed to make enough room for future allocations, which results in a longer total GC time.
Compared with MarkSweep, STEMA improves the mutator time of gcbench, raytrace, hsqldb, and jython by 21.64%, 9.07%, 15.69%, and 4.34% on average (geometric mean) over the entire heap ranges (1-3 times the minimum heap requirement). The improved mutator time of gcbench indicates that effective memory reuse would lead to a good mutator time. However, STEMA achieves no improvement on the mutator time for compress and javac. It is because compress creates mostly non-prolific objects whose memory cannot be reused, and javac produces many relatively long-lived prolific objects which makes memory reuse ineffective. Compared with CopyMS and SemiSpace, STEMA shows a poorer mutator time in almost all cases. Both CopyMS and SemiSpace achieve very good mutator time because of the use of the bump pointer allocator. We discuss this further in Section 6.3 in the context of cache locality. Nonetheless, STEMA achieves a better total execution time than CopyMS and SemiSpace for these six benchmarks with a small to a medium heap size. This is because STEMA's GC time is much better than that of CopyMS or SemiSpace. In particular, STEMA's GC time is 110.41% and 127.28% shorter than SemiSpace for compress and javac, and is 250.10% shorter than CopyMS for jython. The poor GC time of CopyMS for jython is likely due to the repeated copying of long-lived objects. CopyMS allocates objects to the copying space at allocation time, and copies reachable objects to and reclaims unreachable objects in the mark-andsweep space at GC time. If many objects are reachable during GC time, CopyMS will have significant copying overhead. This will greatly increase the total GC time and hence the total execution time, as we can see in jython.
Of the six benchmarks, hsqldb is the only one using multiple threads. STEMA performs well for hsqldb, because the retention of memory blocks and their allocation are per mutator thread, and so reusing the retained memory blocks does not have the synchronization overhead of allocating a new one from the virtual memory resource pool. STEMA shows an improvement in both the mutator time and the GC time in hsqldb. Its time performance however has certain fluctuation when compared with other benchmarks. This is likely due to the thread scheduling system of the Jikes RVM. As we will see later, STEMA can also improve the cache locality of hsqldb, which gives rise to a good execution time for this benchmark.
From the results, we observe that a program's mutator time is not affected much by the chosen heap size. Nevertheless, a program's GC time always decreases with the growth of the heap, because less GC is required when more memory is available. 
Cache Locality
We measure both L1 and L2 cache locality for STEMA, MarkSweep, CopyMS, and SemiSpace. In particular, we measure the number of mutator misses and the number of collector misses separately for each application so that we can have a better understanding of how STEMA affects cache locality.
6.3.1 L1 Cache Locality. Figures 12 and 13 show the mutator and the collector L1 cache misses respectively for different collectors. Compared with MarkSweep, STEMA reduces the L1 mutator cache misses for gcbench, hsqldb, and jython by 10.71%, 13.43%, and 23.52% on average. We attribute this result to the effectiveness of the memory block reuse feature of STEMA. The reuse is effective for these benchmark programs because they create a considerable amount of prolific objects with a high GC load. Both are necessary conditions because STEMA relies on a tracing collector to determine the number of memory blocks to be retained for reuse purposes. A high GC load means more GCs, which provides more opportunities for the system to adjust the amount of memory retained. STEMA increases the L1 mutator cache misses of compress and javac by 9.21% and 2.82%, as compress allocates only a small amount of prolific objects and javac produces many prolific objects with relatively long survial rate. CopyMS and SemiSpace have relatively fewer L1 mutator cache misses for most benchmark programs. It is due to their use of a bump pointer allocator which provides good locality to Jikes RVM-specific objects.
The amount of L1 collector cache misses follows the trend of the GC times. If more GCs are performed, more L1 misses would be induced. Thus, the L1 collector cache locality is poorest for SemiSpace, but very good for STEMA and MarkSweep.
6.3.2 L2 Cache Locality. Figures 14 and 15 show the mutator L2 cache misses and the collector L2 cache misses respectively. Compared with L1 cache locality, L2 cache performance has a strong bearing on the runtime performance of the benchmark programs. From Figure 14 , we can see that STEMA reduces the L2 mutator cache misses of gcbench, raytrace, and hsqldb. This cache-level locality improvement is more significant in raytrace and hsqldb, where their number of mutator misses are reduced by 8.05% and 10.22% respectively. It is because co-locating prolific objects in raytrace and hsqldb creates locality that improves the mutator time as well as the total execution time. It is interesting to note that CopyMS has more L2 mutator cache misses than all other collectors for jython, while SemiSpace achieves very good mutator L2 cache locality, despite the fact that both of them use the same bump pointer allocator. CopyMS copies lived objects from a copying space to a mark-and-sweep space at GC time. It is possible that this action spoils the mutator L2 cache locality.
The L2 collector cache misses have a similar trend as the L1 collector cache misses for all the benchmark programs. compress has very few L1 and L2 collector misses and a small GC time in the small heap range. It is because STEMA does not require as many GCs as the other collectors in a small heap situation for compress, as the heap is less fragmented. Most of the benchmark programs have good L2 mutator cache locality with SemiSpace and CopyMS, because objects are placed together in allocation order. This echoes the point that co-locating objects at similar creation times can improve locality, because it is likely that these objects are related and accessed together later on. SemiSpace has the poorest L2 collector cache locality in most cases, because it has a higher GC load than the other collectors.
We use an internal table to record the prolificacy of types. The table itself enjoys good locality because it is accessed frequently to check for a type's prolificacy at allocation time. This can be observed from the figures where the numbers of L1 and L2 misses are not increased by much (if any) comparing with MarkSweep. This additional data structure can also affect the timing of when GC is triggered, i.e., earlier than expected, because the table grows with the number of types created by the application and thus affects the amount of available memory in the heap. This is also why STEMA sometimes has slightly more collector misses (thus a longer GC time) than MarkSweep for javac and jython.
Effects of the Choice of Prolific Types
In Sections 3 and 4, we suggest not to treat character and byte arrays, the String type, and types belonging to the Java Collections Framework as prolific types, because these objects tend to be long-lived. Allocating them in the R-space means mixing long-lived objects with short-lived objects, which will harm the performance (in particular the mutator time) of Java programs. Figure 16 shows the performance of compress and db when different sets of prolific types are used. In the figure, "Selected Prolific Types" means that the aforementioned object types would skip the prolificacy check and are allocated in the NR-space; "All Prolific Types" means objects of all the detected prolific types are placed and co-located in the R-space; "Prolific Types w/o Arrays and String" means objects of the String type and all array types are allocated to the NR-space; and "Shuf et al." means using Shuf et al.'s offline approach to identify prolific types. Figure 16 reveals that using different sets of prolific types could affect both the mutator time and the GC time of an application program. It shows that our online approach for prolific type identification and selection (i.e., "Selected Prolific Types") is better than Shuf et al.'s offline approach, because our approach can detect whether a prolific type will become non-prolific during the program execution. In compress, when different prolific types are picked for performance optimization, the GC time is affected. It is because co-locating different prolific types in the R-space would affect the degree of memory fragmentation and hence the number of GCs required. If STEMA blindly treats all array types as non-prolific, more GCs would be required as we can see in compress, because too many objects are allocated in the NR-space and the memory blocks in the R-space cannot be fully utilized. For db, the mutator time is influenced when different sets of prolific types are used. The total execution time of the "Selected Prolific Types" is better than that of "All Prolific Types" by 8.79%, "Prolific Types w/o Arrays and String" by 1.64%, and "Shuf et al." by 13.59%. The poorer performance of the latter three cases is due to the worsened mutator time. From Figure 16 (d), neither including all prolific types nor using the offline prolific type identification method can identify a good set of prolific types. The GC time is not affected by much as in the case of compress, because the selected prolific types do not have an impact on the memory fragmentation situation for db.
From the results, the "Selected Prolific Types" works well on both compress and db. This proves that the properties of prolific types derived in Section 3 are correct, and making use of the corresponding rules for prolific types selection is advantageous.
Fragmentation
We evaluate the effect of co-locating prolific objects and reusing their memory blocks on memory fragmentation. We define fragmentation ratio as the number of unused bytes over the amount of memory (in bytes) requested by an application. These unused bytes are those of the unused memory cells in memory blocks that contain lived objects, not including the unused retained memory blocks in the R-space of STEMA.
We measure the fragmentation ratios before and after every GC invocation for a heap size equal to twice the minimum heap requirement of each application. We then take the average of the fragmentation ratios at the end of the program execution. Table X shows the average fragmentation ratios (the "%" columns) of the benchmark programs using STEMA and MarkSweep. The "S.D." column is the standard deviation of each fragmentation ratio measured. We can see that STEMA has a lower average fragmentation ratio than MarkSweep in nearly all the cases. It is because prolific objects are more likely to have similar lifetimes, and so prolific objects in the same memory blocks are likely to die together. This also proves that the memory block reuse mechanism is effective. At the same time, the reuse reduces fragmentation, and hence the number of GCs. The standard deviations of the fragmentation ratios can be quite large, because the degree of fragmentation before and after GC should be different. The heap is often more fragmented before GC, and the situation would improve after GC. Table XI shows the number of GCs being invoked in the benchmark programs, with the heap size ranging from one and a quarter to three times the minimum heap requirement of each application. The "STEMA" and "MS" columns refer to the number of full-heap GCs required for STEMA and MarkSweep respectively. The " " column is the difference in the number of GCs between the STEMA and the MarkSweep with STEMA as the base. The result shows that STEMA requires fewer GCs than MarkSweep for compress, jess, bloat, hsqldb, antlr, and gcbench, because the heap of STEMA is less fragmented. This is especially true with a small heap. STEMA requires one to three more GCs than MarkSweep for mtrt, db, jython, and fop, although they all have a lower fragmentation ratio than MarkSweep. This may be due to the additional data structure we used for keeping track of types' prolificacy, which affected the amount of memory available for memory allocation and thus induced more GCs. For jess, although STEMA requires several more GCs than MarkSweep with a larger heap, STEMA has a shorter GC time than MarkSweep. This shows that memory reuse can help reduce the GC overhead and thus shorten the total GC time.
RELATED WORK
STEMA aims to improve the execution speeds of Java programs through improved memory allocation, better cache locality, and reduced memory fragmentation. STEMA's main tools are memory block reuse and co-location of prolific objects. Reduced fragmentation is particularly important for non-copying collectors. Therefore, we consider others' work on cache conscious memory allocators and collectors, and techniques of memory reuse for optimization purposes. 
Cache Conscious Memory Allocators and Collectors
Wilson et al. [1992] studied the effect of cache associativity, cache size, and cache miss rates for a copying generational GC for Scheme. They pointed out that the problem of locality can be due to both memory allocation and GC, and not GC alone. They improved the locality of generational copying collectors by copying objects which are likely to be accessed contemporaneously together to a mature space during nursery collection. In contrast, STEMA improves the cache locality of a program by aggressively reusing memory blocks from deceased objects collected during GC so that some cache content could be reused after GC and the number of misses is thus reduced. investigated the effect of dynamic storage allocator on reference locality. They showed that algorithms which coalesce adjacent free memory blocks aggressively tend to have poorer program reference locality and longer total execution time. They also demonstrated that most CPU efficient allocators, such as segregated freelist allocators which do not coalesce free memory, have better locality than allocators based on sequential fit. They suggested that rapid memory reuse can enhance program locality, which however might bring forth fragmentation problems. Although they gave highlights of the design principles for developing a memory allocator so that good referential locality can be achieved, they did not provide any proof nor implementation to support their claims. proposed to co-locate prolific objects that are connected via object references, with an aim to improve the collector cache locality of Java programs. Unlike their approach, STEMA co-locates objects of the same prolific type in the same memory block, leading to improved mutator cache locality. The approach we use for object co-location is simpler, because we do not require any object connectivity information at memory allocation time. Guyer and McKinley [2004] presented a dynamic object co-location technique which allocates connected objects in the same GC memory space. Their work is based on generational collector and requires static compile-time analysis to determine in which memory space the source object resides, and then allocates the target object to the same memory space. Unlike their work, STEMA does not require static compile-time analysis, but requires determination of types' prolificacy and homogeneity of type within a memory block. Veldema et al. [2005] proposed the idea of object combining which combines related objects together. In their method, two objects are considered combined if one object becomes the field of another object. They rely heavily on a native Java compiler to transform multiple objects into one object. They also make use of static compile-time analysis to decide if two or more objects should be combined into a single one. However, if objects of different lifetimes are combined into a single object, the memory of the short-lived objects can be reclaimed only if all combined objects are unreachable. STEMA does not suffer from this problem, because STEMA places prolific type objects together at allocation time and does not combine multiple objects into a single one. The memory of the short-lived objects can still be reclaimed for future object allocation, if their memory blocks cannot be retained and reused.
Reusing Memory of Existing Objects
The work that is most similar to ours is the one by . They presented CustoMalloc which can synthesize a custom memory allocator for specific applications. Special linked-lists are used as a front-end allocator for allocating objects of frequently occurring object sizes. The allocation procedure turns to a back-end allocator when the linked-lists of the front-end allocator become empty. Unlike CustoMalloc which distinguishes objects by size offline, STEMA identifies prolific types and non-prolific types online for selecting the appropriate allocator. Indeed, we have found type to be a better indicator than size of an object's behavior and lifetime. Moreover, the front-end and back-end allocators of CustoMalloc are memory cell based, while STEMA uses memory block (each containing multiple memory cells) as the unit. We pick a coarser reuse granularity in order that objects of the same prolific type can be placed together, which can improve the cache locality of a program. This is difficult to achieve if the reuse granularity is a cell.
Another closely related work is by . Their approach identifies prolific types using offline profiling, and thus a program has to be run at least once to obtain the needed prolificacy information before the actual run of the program. STEMA is an improvement over their work in the sense that it identifies prolific types with an online approach, which gives STEMA the flexibility to react spontaneously if and when the prolificacy of a type changes during program execution. As an option, STEMA provides an offline repository to log the prolific type information. Thus, STEMA can avoid the overhead of online profiling by using the logged profile starting from the second run of the program.
Although Shuf et al. have suggested the possibility to recycle objects of prolific types by placing them in a special pool instead of the default free pool, they did not provide any experimental results to confirm the viability of their proposal. As opposed to reusing individual memory cells as they have suggested, STEMA reuses memory blocks allocated to prolific type objects in their entirety. As our experiments have verified, reusing memory blocks did lead to better performance due to the clustering effect of objects of the same prolific types. Lee and Yi [2004] performed static analysis on ML programs and then transformed them by adding explicit memory reuse commands into the source code. They showed that automatic insertion of memory reuse commands in ML programs could result in smaller maximum memory requirement and shorter GC time. However, their approach cannot handle polymorphism and mutable objects.
Our previous work [Yu et al. 2004 ] continued the work of Shuf et al. by carrying out a feasibility study on reusing memory given up by deceased objects to improve the space-time performance of Java programs. We obtained object traces of each Java program being evaluated, and analyzed the amount of space saving if the memory occupied by prolific objects is reused (called object caching). We showed that a considerable amount of space can be saved this way. We also implemented a simple prototype, using the Base configuration of the MarkSweep collector of the Jikes RVM, to demonstrate that object caching can indeed improve the time performance of GC. This present work on reusing memory blocks to improve the total execution time of Java programs differs from our previous work in the following aspects.
-We detect prolific types using a low-overhead OTS mechanism so that the online results can immediately be used to influence the performance of the executing program. We used only offline profiling in our previous work. -In this work, retained memory blocks in excess in the R-space can be transferred to the NR-space to avoid premature invocation of GC and out-ofmemory situations. Our previous work does not have the ability to predict whether the memory blocks retained would be used in the future. -We use the Fast configuration in the Jikes RVM for STEMA, which is much faster than the Base configuration used in our previous work. -In this work, we have carried out a detailed performance evaluation and analysis for STEMA in order to fully understand the effects of co-location of prolific objects and memory block reuse on program performance.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We introduce STEMA, a new memory management system which can improve the execution time of Java programs by applying memory reuse and object colocation to prolific objects. Our design is founded upon properties of prolific objects we discovered through experiments. We show that memory block reuse can reduce the L1 mutator locality of Java programs, and co-location of prolific objects can reduce the L2 mutator locality. STEMA is able to reduce fragmentation, and thus the GC time of Java programs. Since STEMA relies heavily on type prolificacies, it is equipped with a lowoverhead OTS mechanism for detecting type prolificacies on-the-fly. With OTS, prolificacy information can be used immediately to influence the ongoing execution of the program. OTS uses a table for type ID mapping so that type checking can be done efficiently.
To retain a suitable number of memory blocks for future reuse, STEMA monitors the number of memory blocks allocated to prolific objects so that the number retained for future allocation is more or less commensurate with that before the occurrence of GC. STEMA also would transfer unused retained blocks from one memory space to another to avoid GC being invoked too soon.
We evaluate STEMA with 16 benchmarks, and compare its performance with MarkSweep, CopyMS, SemiSpace, and GenMS. Our results show that STEMA performs on average 3.0%, 3.4%, and 28.8% better than MarkSweep, CopyMS and SemiSpace respectively with a small heap; 2.6%, 6.7%, and 9.0% with a medium heap; and 2.4%, 5.3%, and 2.1% with a large heap. For hsqldb, a prototype of the popular relational DB engine, STEMA is 15.2% better than MarkSweep, 3.3% better than CopyMS, and 6.5% better than SemiSpace. STEMA also reduces fragmentation by 5% on average, leading to less GC in many applications. STEMA performs better than GenMS with a tight heap as GenMS fails to run six of 16 benchmarks with this heap. This suggests that STEMA is a better choice than GenMS for small memory platforms. STEMA may also work adaptively with GenMS to achieve good performance for all heap sizes.
In this work, we make use of prolific types to improve memory management. Intuitively, prolific sizes may also be used to achieve the same goals. We have tried experimentally using "prolific sizes" in STEMA to direct allocation decisions, but found that prolific sizes are not a good predictor of object lifetimes. For most of the time, the use of size prolificacies led to performance degradation when we applied memory reuse and object co-location to objects of prolific sizes. Details of prolific sizes versus prolific types can be found in Yu et al. [2006] .
STEMA uses online profiling to detect the prolificacy of types. It is possible to transfer this mechanism to the compilation phase so that prolificacy information can be made available before the program executes, and then the overhead of online profiling can be completely removed or much reduced. STEMA does not co-locate or reuse objects of the types in the Java Collections Framework in the R-space, because these objects are more likely long-lived. It is possible to detect long-lived objects on-the-fly so that these problematic object types can be identified and excluded automatically.
